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Genius IUX token
A token that facilitates your life.
Genius X-Pools
A revolutionary mechanism meant to generate passive rewards.




Ecosystem
Genius X-Pools
Genius Assets aims to become the go-to place for simple and effective assets acquisition, as well as various services and benefits through Genius Pools.
X-Staking
Stake your IUX safely and earn consistent rewards and choose your preferred Program and APR.
Genius X-Blockchainsoon
Blockchain technology is a new data storage method that offers the potential door for the new Genius X-verse we will create for you.
Genius RLNFTssoon
For real soon. Get your stake of our real-life assets & access membership, discounts and cards to the Genius X-verse.




Networking
Earn with us
Our incentive program offers everyone the opportunity to be rewarded for promoting, by free-will, Genius, based on effort and involvement.
Affiliate on Blockchainsoon
Decentralized Affiliate Program living on the Blockchain with new & automated incentives, that will give you multiple benefits and advantages.
Ambassador Programsoon
Become a Genius X-Ambassador and promote the Genius brand in your home country, all while bringing a steady income stream for yourself.
Contests & Incentivesongoing
Challenge! Again challenge yourself and also learn about potential solutions and what you can do to ensure the fulfillment of incentive promises.




About
Roadmap
While the eras of Genius will be delivered sequentially, the work for each era happens in parallel, with research, prototyping, and development.
Genius Business Model
TRVL, TAPR, RLNFTs, RWAs, Delegated Locking
FAQ
Frequently asked questions list 
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Stay in touch
Genius Assets Marketplace is a platform with a wide range of options for investors. With GENIUS POOLS, your passive income will be expanding! Increase your profits with the Genius native token IUX!
IUX Smart Contract:
0x346404079b3792a6c548B072B9C4DDdFb92948d5
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Stay in touch







Subscribe to our newsletter
By subscribing you agree to with our privacy policy and provide consent to receive updates from our company.



IUX Smart Contract:
0x346404079b3792a6c548B072B9C4DDdFb92948d5

Resources
WhitepaperPitch DeckTokenomicsLitepaperBlogFAQTerms and conditions
Follow Us
TwitterInstagramTelegramFacebookLinked InYoutubeMedium
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